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The asymptotic behavior of the n-widths of a wide range of sets of smooth func-
tions on a d-dimensional sphere in Lq(S d) is studied. Upper and lower bounds for
the n-widths are established. Moreover, it is shown that these upper and lower
bounds coincide for some important concrete examples.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of functions on the two-dimensional sphere was initiated in
the 18th century in the works of Laplace and Legendre. The general theory
for the d-dimensional sphere was started at the beginning of this century.
Due to the technical difficulties involved, the general theory is relatively
incomplete, as compared to the theory of functions on the circle.
We are introducing a wide range of smooth functions on the d-dimen-
sional sphere and considering asymptotic behavior of n-widths of function
sets on spheres. These function sets may have finite or infinite smoothness,
the latter including either analytic or entire functions.
Let us first recall the definitions of linear and Kolmogorov n-widths that
will be studied. Let X be a Banach space, BX :=[x # X : &x&1] be the
unit ball of X, and A be a (convex, compact, centrally symmetric) subset
of X.
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The linear n-width of A in X is defined as
$n(A, BX) :=$n(A, X) :=inf
Pn
sup
f # A
& f&Pn f &,
where Pn varies overall linear operators of rank at most n that map X into
itself.
The Kolmogorov n-width of A in X is defined as
dn(A, BX) :=dn(A, X) :=inf
Xn
sup
f # A
inf
g # Xn
& f& g&,
where Xn runs over all subspaces of X having dimension n or less.
Let us recall some results concerning n-widths of sets of smooth functions
on a circle.
Many of the usual classes of functions on a circle T1=S 1 can be represented
in convolution form RK V Up , where K is an appropriate kernel function
K(x)= :

k=1
:k cos(kx&;?2),
for a fixed sequence [:k]k # N , ; # R, and Up is the unit ball in Lp(S1). As
an example, let r # N. For the Sobolev classes W rp=[ f: f
(r) # Up], the
kernel K is the r th order Bernoulli monospline Dr , with Fourier series
Dr(x)= :

k=1
k&r cos(kx&r?2).
In the case of fractional smoothness of order :>0, the kernel K has the
same form
D:(x)= :

k=1
k&: cos(kx&:?2),
and the corresponding Sobolev classes will be denoted as W :p .
If Ln(z) is a polynomial, then we can get the well-known function sets
WLnp (T
1)=[ f: &Ln(D) f &p1],
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where D is a differential operator. It is easy to check that the sets W Lnp (T
1)
can be represented in convolution form.
To get smoother classes of functions, we choose kernels K with more
rapidly decaying coefficients. For example, if
K(x)= :

k=1
\&k cos kx (0<\<1),
the kernel is a multiple of the Poisson kernel, and the function set consists
of functions with harmonic extension into the unit disk in R2 with p-integrable
boundary values. If
K(x)= :

k=1
1
cos hk#
cos kx,
then the resulting convolution set consists of 2?-periodic functions that can
be analytically continued in a trip S#=[z # C : |Iz|<#] with p-integrable
boundary values (see, e.g., Pinkus (1985), Forst (1977)). If we put :k=
exp(&+kr), then we obtain sets of infinitely differentiable functions for
0<r<1, whereas we get sets of analytic or entire functions for r1.
Approximation of periodic convolution classes by polynomials was
considered, e.g., in Stepanets (1987).
For the ease of notation we will write an<<bn for two sequences, if
ancbn for n # N and an  bn , if c1 bnanc2 bn for all n # N and some
constants c, c1 , and c2 .
The n-widths dn(W :p(T
1), Lq(T1)) of the Sobolev classes W :p(T
1) in
Lq(T1) were considered for p=q=2 in Kolmogorov (1936). Then Rudin
(1952) determined the order of n-widths dn(W 11(T
1), L2(T1)) and Stechkin
(1960) considered the case p=1 and q=2 for :> 12 , as well as the case
p=q=. Many works on n-widths appeared in the 1960s. Tikhomirov
(1960) applied topological ideas and obtained sharp results in the case
p=q=. Then Makovoz (1972) extended the method of Tikhomirov to
the case p=, with q=1 or q=2. Also, Makovoz (1972) showed that
if pq, then dn(W :p(T
1) Lq(T1))  n&:. Makovoz conjectured that
dn(W :p(T
1), Lq(T1))  &n&:+(1p&1q)+. Ismagilov (1977) proved that this
is not true, namely that the correct asymptotic behavior of n-widths for
p=1 and q= will be different. Then Gluskin (1974) proved that
dn(W :1(T
1), L(T1))  n&:+12, if :2. Finally, Kashin (1977, 1980)
elaborated an interesting probabilistic approach and estimated the n-widths
of some convex finite dimensional bodies. This allowed him to complete the
problem for the Sobolev classes W rp , with r # N.
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We have the following estimates for the n-widths of the Sobolev classes:
dn(W :p(T
1), Lq(T1))
 {
n&:+1p&1q,
n&:,
n&:+(1p&12),
if 1pq2 and :>1p&1q,
if 1qp and :>0 or 2pq and :> 12 ,
if 1p2q and :>1p.
The case of ‘‘small smoothness,’’ i.e., when 1p&1q<:1p, was
discovered and considered by Kashin (1981). Then Kulanin (1983), using
methods of Kashin (1981) and Gluskin (1983), got the following result. Let
2p<q<. Define
;=\1p&
1
q+ \1&
2
q+
&1
.
If :{;, then
dn(W :p(T
1), Lq(T1))  n#,
where
#=max {&:, q2 \&:+
1
p
&
1
q+= .
Also, if 1p<2<q<, then
dn(W :p(T
1), Lq(T1))  n(q2)(&:+1p&1q).
If we want to consider the logarithmic neighborhood of embedding
Lp(T1) into Lq(T1), namely, if we put
K(x)= :

k=1
k&(1p&1q)(log k)&; cos kx,
where ;>0 and 1<p<q<,
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then we can get the case of ‘‘super small smoothness’’ (see Kushpel (1993),
Kushpel et al. (1998)). In this case we have:
dn(K V Up(T1), Lq(T1))  (log n)&;.
The n-widths of sets of infinitely differentiable functions were considered in
Kushpel (1989a, 1989b), Kushpel et al. (1998), and Temlyakov (1990). It
was shown that for any +>0 and 0<r<1, we have
d2n(K V Up(T1), Lq(T1))
e&+n rn(1&r)(1p&1q), if 1<pq2,
 {e&+n r, if 1<qp2 or 2p, q<,e&+n rn(1&r)(1p&12), if 1<p2q<,
where
K(x)= :

k=1
:k cos kx, with :k=e&+k
r
, +>0, and 0<r<1.
If :k=e&+n
r
for some r1, then we have to deal with the case of entire
smoothness. It is known that d2n(K V Up(T1), Lq(T1))  e&+n
r
for all 1p,
q; see Kushpel (1989) for details.
It is interesting to remark that the subspace of trigonometric polyno-
mials is optimal in cases of super small and analytic or entire smoothness,
but is not optimal for intermediate smoothness.
Much information on n-widths is contained in the books Tikhomirov
(1976, 1990) and Pinkus (1985), where the complete historical overview
can be found.
The first main result establishes weak asymptotic behavior of Kolmogorov
n-widths.
Theorem 1.1. For the Sobolev classes on Sd we have the following weak
asymptotics:
dn(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))
{
n&:d+1p&1q,
n&:d,
n&:d+(1p&1q),
if 1pq2 and :>d(1p&1q),
if 2pq and :>d2
or 2qp< and :>0,
if 1p2q and :>dp
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and
$n(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))
{
n&:d+1p&1q, if 1pq2 and :>d(1p&1q)
or 2pq and :>d(1p&1q),
n&:d, if 1<qp2 and :>0
or 2qp< and :>0,
n&:d+(1p&12), if q2, 11p&1q, and :>dp,
n&:d+(12&1q), if p2, 11p&1q, and :>d(1&1q).
The second main result of this paper is connected with n-widths of
convolution sets 4Up(Sd) in Lq(Sd) where 4=[*k]k # N is the multiplier
operator. A complete definition of sets of smooth functions 4Up(S d) will be
presented in Section 2.
To get estimates of n-widths, we need to assume some conditions on the
multiplier 4=[*k]k # N , which corresponds to the function classes 4Up(Sd).
We shall say that the sequence of real numbers [*k]k # N has the property
A=A(d, #, n0 , C) (which we denote [*k]k # N # A) if:
1. limk   |*k |=0.
2. There exist n0 # N such that |*k+1||*k | for all k>n0 .
3. There exist # # (0, 1) such that the numbers nk :=max[n # N : |*n |
# |*nk&1 |] are distinct for each k # N.
4. There exists a positive constant C such that |nk&1, nkC|nk , nk+1
for all k # N, where
|n, m := :
m
j=n
dim H j
and
dim Hj=(2j+d&1)( j+d&2)! ( j !(d&1)!)&1.
We then have
Theorem 1.2. Let 4=[*k]k # N # A. Then for 2qp<, we have
d (4Up(S d), Lq(Sd))>>*n+1
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and
d (4Up(S d), L2(Sd))  *n+1 ,
where |0, n&1|0, n .
Theorem 1.1 follows by comparing Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. The second
part of Theorem 1.2 is the consequence of the first part and Remark 4.1
below.
It is easy to check that multiplier sequence [e&:k r]k # N satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 1.2 if 0<r1. Consequently, Theorem 1.2 gives us
estimates of n-widths for sets of infinitely differentiable (if 0<r<1) and
analytic (if r=1) functions on Sd. When r>1 we deal with sets of entire
functions. It will be demonstrated in Section 5 that in this situation, the
statement of Theorem 1.2 remains true for =nk=0 dim Hk .
2. BASIC ELEMENTS OF HARMONIC ANALYSIS AND SETS OF
SMOOTH FUNCTIONS ON A SPHERE
Let Rd be a d-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual scalar product
[x, y]= :
d
k=1
xkyk
and for d2, let S d be the d-dimensional unit sphere in Rd+1, i.e.,
Sd : {x # Rd+1 : :
d+1
k=1
|xk | 2=1= .
Let . be a function on S d with finite Lp(Sd)-norm, the latter being defined
as
&.&p=&.&Lp (S d )={\|S d |.(x)| p d+(x))1p,ess sup [ |.(x)|: x # Sd], if 1p<,if p=.
If d+ is the normalized rotation-invariant measure on the sphere, then the
space L2(S d) has the decomposition
L2(S d)= 

k=0
Hk ,
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with Hk denoting the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k. If we
let
#k=&k(d+k&1),
we find that
Hk=[ f : 2f =#k f ],
where 2 is the LaplaceBeltrami operator on the sphere. Thus Hk is the
eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue #k of 2. A function Z’ is zonal
with respect to a pole ’ # Sd if it is invariant under the action of all rotations
_ of Sd that fix ’. That is, if _ # SO(d+1) with _’=’, then
Z’(x)=Z’(_x) \x # Sd.
If Z’ is zonal with respect to ’, then there exists a function Z such that
Z’(x)=Z ((x, ’) ) \x # S d.
Whenever the role of the pole ’ is not essential, we shall write Z(x) instead
of Z’(x). For x=_’, we define the convolution
(. V Z)(x)=|
S d
.( y) Z ((x, y) ) d+( y)=|
S d
.( y) Z’(_&1y) d+(’)
on the sphere.
There is a unique, real zonal element Z(k)’ (x)=Z
(k)((x, ’) ) of Hk , which
is a kernel for an orthogonal projection onto Hk . Elements of Hk are called
spherical harmonics of degree k.
It is known that
ak :=dim Hk=\d+kk +&\
d+k&2
k&2 +  kd&1.
If [Y (k)1 , ..., Y
(k)
ak
] is any orthogonal basis of Hk , then
Z (k)’ (x)= :
ak
m=1
Y (k)m (’)Y
(k)
m (x)
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and
&Z (k)’ &
2
2= :
ak
m=1
|Y (k)m (’)|
2=ak \’ # S d.
The zonal harmonics have a simple expression in terms of the ultraspherical
(or Gegenbauer) polynomials P*k , which can be defined in terms of the
generating function
1
(1&2\t+\2)*
= :

k=0
\kP*k(t),
where 0|\|<1, |t|1, and *>0. It is known that
Z (k)’ (x)=Z
(k)((x, ’) )=
2k+d&1
d&1
P (d&1)2k (cos %),
where cos %=(x, ’) . For the convolution on the sphere we have Young’s
inequality
&. V Z&q&.&p &Z&r , (1)
where 1p, q, r and 1q=1p+1r&1.
References to the previously mentioned results from harmonic analysis
on a sphere can be found in Askey and Wainger (1965), Bonami and Clerk
(1973), Kogbetliantz (1924), Mu ller (1966), Murnaghan (1962), Szego
(1939), Stein and Weiss (1971), and Vilenkin (1965).
Let . # L1(S d). Then . has a formal Fourier expansion
.(x)tc0(.)+ :

k=1
:
ak
m=1
ck, m(.) Y (k)m (x) (2)
in terms of real homogeneous spherical harmonics. Let .: be the function
in L1(S d) with expansion
.:(x)tc0(.)+ :

k=1
1
(k(k+d&1)):2
:
ak
m=1
ck, m(.) Y (k)m (x),
where :>0. The function .: is called the :th fractional integral of .. It is
known (see Askey and Wainger (1965)) that if :>0 then the function .:
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is well defined and the spherical fractional integral is essentially the spherical
convolution of . with g: # L1(Sd), i.e.,
g:, ’(x)t :

k=1
Z (k)’ (x)
(k(k+d&1)):2
.
In this definition the semigroup property for fractional integration holds
and g: # Lp$(Sd) for :>dp and 1p.
The classical Sobolev classes on the sphere are defined as
W :p(S
d)={c+. V g: : &.&p1, |Sd . d+=0, and c # R= .
It is clear that the function sets W :p(S
d) are shift-invariant, i.e., for any
f # W :p(S
d) and any _ # SO(d+1), we have
f_(x)= f (_&1x) # W :p(S
d).
In terms of the multiplier operator, we shall introduce a wide range of
smooth functions on the sphere. Let . # Lp(Sd) have a formal expansion
(2). We shall say that the function f is in 4Up R if there exists . # Up
such that
4.(x)= f (x)tc+ :

k=1
*k :
ak
m=1
ck, m(.) Y (k)m (x).
Here,
Up={.: &.&p1 and |S d . d+=0= .
If K # L1(S d) has the expansion
K(x)t :

k=1
*kZ (k)’ (x),
then the convolution K V .(x) is well defined and the function f can be
represented as
f (x)=c+4.(x)=c+K V .(x).
We note that the sets 4Up are also shift-invariant.
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Let us assume that the formal Fourier series associated with K # L1(S d)
has the form
K(x)t :

k=1
*kZ (k)’ (x),
where the sequence [*k]k # N is fixed. By a proper choice of [*k]k # N we
obtain the following concrete examples:2
1. For :>0, let
*k=(k(k+d&1))&:2 \k # N.
Then the resulting convolution class K V Up R, is the Sobolev class
W:p(S
d), as we mentioned previously.
2. The function f on Rd+1 is analytic at x0 # Rd+1 if there is a series
:
1
a1(x&x0)1
that converges to f (x) in some closed ball |x&x0 |\ of positive radius \.
It is known (see Sobolev 1974, p. 494)) that if f is analytic on the sphere
Sd, then
f (x)= :

k=0
Yk( f, x),
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2 A wide range of function spaces can be constructed using decompositions of Fourier series.
In this way we can introduce generalized Besov spaces on Sd. Let A=[:k]k # N and 0 :=
[|k]K # N be some fixed sequences and let %>0 be a fixed number. We shall say that f # A0%p
if
\ :

s=1
&A&1(2)(s) f &%p+
1%
1,
where
A&1(2) (s) f = :
|sk<|s+1
:&1k :
ak
m=1
ck, m( f ) Y (k)m (x).
It is easy to see that when d=1, |s=2s&1, and :k=k&r for some r>0, this definition gives
us the usual Besov classes Brp, %(T
1) on the circle T1.
where Yk( f, x)=(Z(k) V f )(x) is the spherical harmonic of degree k.
Moreover, there exist positive constants K and & such that
|Yk( f, x)|Ke&&k.
So choosing :>0 and putting
*k=e&:k \k # N,
we find that the resulting convolution class K V Up R will be the set of
analytic functions on Sd.
3. Choose positive constants : and r, and let
*k=e&:k
r
\k # N.
Then the function set K V Up R is the set of entire (if r>1) or infinitely
differentiable (if 0<r<1) functions on Sd.
3. ESTIMATES OF NORMS OF POLYNOMIALS ON S d
For the estimation of n-widths of sets of smooth functions on a sphere
we need first to get some auxiliary estimates of norms of polynomials on
Sd and then, using a discretization technique (see, e.g., Ismagilov (1968)
and Maiorov (1975, 1985), we will apply them in the infinite-dimensional
setting.
In the case of S d it is not possible to construct, in general, equidistri-
buted partition since there are only finitely many polyhedral groups. We
shall present an analog for Sd (see Kushpel (1998)) of some results of
Marcinkiewicz (1936, 1937) and Kushpel (1987), in a form that will be
useful for various applications.
Let Bd+12 =[x # R
d+1 : [x, x]121] be the unit ball in Rd+1, Vold+1(A)
be the volume of A/Rd+1, and d(x, y)=cos&1[x, y] be the geodesic
distance on Sd between x and y # Sd.
Let Tn be the space of polynomials on Sd of degree n.
We shall introduce the usual p-norms on Tn , namely,
&tn&p={\|S d |tn | p d++
1p
,
ess sup |tn |,
for 1p<,
for p=.
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The dual norm &tn &%p is given by
&tn&%p= sup
&t p
(1) &p1
}|S d tn(z) t (1)n (z) d+(z)}.
Let x=[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] be some fixed set of points on S d, d+m be the
discrete normalized measure on S d for which +m(x1)= } } } =+m(xm)=1m,
and
&tn&p, m={\|S d |tn | p d+m+
1p
,
max1sm |tn(xs)|,
for 1p<,
for p=.
We note that &tn&%p, m=&tn &p$, m , where 1p+1p$=1.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a set x1 , ..., xm of points on Sd and a constant
C(d )>1 such that we have
(C(d ))&1 \ 1m :
m
k=1
|tn(xk)| p+
1p
&tn &pC(d ) \ 1m :
m
k=1
|tn(xk)| p+
1p
,
where mC(d ) nd.
For the proof of Theorem 3.1, we will need several lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let the points x1 , ..., xm , constitute an =-net on Sd. If
n>1=, then for any polynomial tn # Tn , we have
&tn&, m&tn&
1
1&n=
&tn&, m .
Proof. The lower bound for &tn& is trivial. So, we need just to prove
the upper bound. Fix any x # Sd and pick xs that d(x, xs)=.
Consider the 2-plane L(o, x, xs) containing x, xs , and the origin o. The
restriction tLn of any polynomial tn to this plane is a polynomial in two
variables of degree at most n. The restriction of tLn onto the great circle
Sd & L(o, x, xs) is a trigonometric polynomial tL & S
d
n (%) of degree at most n,
where 0%<2?. From the Bernstein inequality, it follows that either
&(tL & Sdn (%))$&n &t
L & Sd
n (%)&
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or
|tn(x)||tn(xs)|+=n &tL & S
d
n &
which proves Lemma 3.1 if =<1n. K
Lemma 3.2. For any d2 and nn0(d ), where n0(d ) depends just on d,
there exists an =-net on Sd with =<1n of cardinality m<B(n, d ) dim T2n ,
where
B(n, d )=2d (d+1) 1(d+1)+O(n&1), as n  .
Proof. Let C(d ) be a constant that depends only on d. It is well known
that
dim Hk=
(2k+d&1) 1(k+d&1)
1(k+1) 1(d )
\k0. (3)
Using (3), we can show that
dim Tn=dim 
n
k=0
Hk= :
n
k=0
(2k+d&1) 1(k+d&1)
1(k+1) 1(d )
=
1(n+d )
1(d+1) 1(n)
(2+dn)+C(d ). (4)
It follows from (4) that
dim Tn=
2nd
1(d+1)
+O(nd&1), as n  . (5)
We need to show that for any =>0 there exists an =-net on Sd of cardinality
m=m(=)(2=+1)d+1&(2=&1)d+1. (6)
Let [xs]ms=1 be a maximal set of points on S
d whose mutual distances are
larger than =. The maximality of [xs]ms=1 implies that this set forms an
=-net of Sd. It is clear that the sets xs+ 12 =B
d+1
2 are all disjoint and that
.
m
s=1 \xs+
=
2
Bd+12 +/\1+ =2+ Bd+12 >\1&
=
2+ Bd+12 ,
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implying that
Vold+1 \ .
m
s=1 \xs+
=
2
Bd+12 ++<Vold+1 \\1+ =2+ Bd+12 +
&Vold+1 \\1&=2+ Bd+12 + . (7)
The inequality (7) establishes (6). It is easy to check that
m<2(d+1) \2=+
d
+O(=&(d&1)) as =  0. (8)
The remainder of the proof follows from (5) and (8). K
Lemma 3.3. There is a zonal function
Kn(z)= :
n
k=0
* (n)k Z
(k)(z)
such that * (n)k =1 for 0kn2 and
&Kn(z)&1C(d ) for n # N,
where C(d ) depends just on d.
Proof. Let us consider a polynomial zonal function
Kn(z)= :
n
k=0
* (n)k Z
(k)(z),
where the sequence [* (n)k ]
n
k=1 will be specified below. Applying the Abel
transform d+1 times, we get that
Kn(z)= :
n&d&1
k=0
2d+1* (n)k A
(d )
k S
(d )
k (z)+ :
d
s=0
2s* (n)n&sS
(s)
n&s(z). (9)
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From (9), we obtain
&Kn&1<< :
n&d&1
k=0
|2d+1* (n)k | A
(d )
k &S
(d )
k &1
+ :
d
s=0
|2s* (n)n&s | &S
(d )
n&s &1 :=_
(1)
n +_
(2)
n . (10)
Since A (d )k <<k
d, k   and
n(d&1)2&$, for 0$<(d&1)2,
&S ($)n &1<<{(ln n)2d&1+1(2d ), for $=(d&1)2,1, for $>(d&1)2
(see, e.g., Kamzolov (1982), it follows that
_ (1)n << :
n&d&1
k=0
|2d+1* (n)k | k
d (11)
and
:
d
s=0
|2s* (n)n&s | n
(d&1)2&s, if 0s<(d&1)2,
_ (2)n <<{ :ds=0 |2s* (n)n&s | (ln n)2d&1+1(2d ), if s=(d&1)2, (12):d
s=0
|2s* (n)n&s | , if (d&1)2<s<d.
To bound _ (1)n and _
(2)
n we shall now specify the sequence [*
(n)
k ]
n
k=0 .
Let f be a continuous function. It is well known that kth-order differences
satisfy
2kh f (x)= :
k
&=0
(&1)k+& \k&+ f (x+&h).
If the function f has r derivatives, then
2rh f (x)=|
h
0
} } } |
h
0
f (r)(x+t1+ } } } +tr) dt1 } } } dtr (13)
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(see, e.g., Timan (1963)). Let us put
/0(t)={1,0,
for 0t1,
for t>0,
/s(t)=|
t+1(2d )
t
/s&1(t) dt (1sd ),
and
* (n)k =/d \kn+ (1kn).
We will need some properties of the function /d . It is easy to check that
/d (t) is positive, that /d (t)#1 for 0t 12 , and that
/d (t)=C(d)(1&t)d+O((1&t)d&1) as t  1. (14)
Also, /d (t) is a polynomial spline of order d and defect 1 and has d+1
knots in the points ts=1&s(2d) for 1sd. Moreover, / (d )d #0 on
[0, 12] and is piecewise constant on (ts , ts+1) for 0sd&1; in addition,
|/ (d )d (t)|C(d ).
Let us consider 2d+11n /d (ln) for 0ln. Since /d (t) is a polynomial of
degree at most d on the intervals (ts , ts+1) with 0sd&1, it follows that
for the set
En, d :=[l # [1, n] : 2d+11n /d (ln){0],
we have
Card(En, d)C(d ) for n # N. (15)
Since / (d )d (t) is piecewise constant, we may use the representation (13) to
see that
2d1n /d (ln)C(d) n
&d (1ln), (16)
and consequently
2d+11n /d (ln)C(d ) n
&d (1ln). (17)
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Using (12) and (14), we can show that
lim
n  
_ (2)n =0 (18)
and using (11), (15), and (17), we find that
_ (1)n << :
n&d&1
k=0
|2d+1* (n)k | k
d<< :
k # En, d
n&dkd<<Card(En, d). (19)
The desired result now follows from (15), (18), and (19). K
Now we are prepared for the
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us consider the identity operators
id1 : Tn & L, m  Tn & L and id2 : Tn & L  Tn & L, m .
From Lemma 3.1, we have
&tn&, m&tn&
1
1&n=
&tn&, m (20)
and so
&id1&Tn & L, m  Tn & L(1&n=)
&1 and &id2&Tn & L  Tn & L, m=1.
The dual inequalities have the form
(1&n=) &tn&1, m&tn&%Tn & L&tn&1, m , (21)
where the dual norm & }&%Tn & L on Tn is given by
&tn&%Tn & L= sup
&t n
(1)&1
t n
(1) # Tn
}|S d tn(z) t (1)n (z), d+(z)} .
From the Ho lder inequality, it follows that
&tn&%Tn & L&tn &1 . (22)
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To demonstrate the inverse inequality we shall apply Lemma 3.3. Note that
&tn&1=|
Sd
|tn(z)| d+(z)=|
Sd
tn(z) sgn tn(z) d+(z)
=|
Sd
(tn V K2n)(z) sgn tn(z) d+(z)=|
Sd
tn(z)(K2n V sgn tn)(z) d+(z),
since (tn V K2n)(z)#tn(z) and the function K2n is zonal. Using the Young
inequality (1), we have
&(K2n V sgn tn)(z)&&K2n&1C(d ).
Observe that the function K2n V sgn tn is a polynomial of degree at most 2n.
Hence,
&tn&1C(d ) sup
&!2n&1
|
Sd
tn(z) !2n(z) d+(z)#&tn&%T2n & L . (23)
Comparing inequalities (21)(23), we find that
(1&2n=) &tn&1, m1&tn&1&tn&1, m1 , (24)
where m1B(2n, d ) dim T2n .
Applying the RieszThorin theorem (see, e.g., Dunford and Schwartz
(1957, p. 526)) to (20) and (24), we get that
(1&2n=) &tn&p, m1&tn&p(1&2n=)
&1 &tn&p, m1 , 1p. (25)
For a fixed constant c # (0, 12), let us set =<cn in (25). From Lemma 3.2,
it follows that there exists a constant C1(d )>1 such that
(C(d ))&1 &tn &p, C1 (d ) dim T2n&tn&pC(d ) &tn&p, C1(d ) dim T2n .
Since C1(d ) dim T2nC(d ) nd, the proof is complete. K
4. UPPER BOUNDS FOR n-WIDTHS
Let
En(A, X) :=sup
f # A
inf
tn # Tn
& f&tn&X
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denote the best approximation of a set A in X by the subspace Tn of poly-
nomials tn of degree at most n. It is known (see Kamzolov, (1982)) that for
Sobolev classes, we have
$n d (W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))
En(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))  n&:+d(1p&1q)+, as n  , (26)
where :>d(1p&1q)+ and
(a)+ :={a,0,
if a>0,
otherwise.
Remark 4.1. It is easy to check that for any nondecreasing multiplier
sequence [*k]k # N , we have
En(4U2(S d, L2(Sd))=|*n+1|,
and so by embedding, we get
En(4Up(S d), Lq(Sd))|*n+1| (1q2p).
This means that
|*n | , if =n&1k=0 dim Hk+& and
$ (4Up(S d ), Lq(S d )){ 0&dim Hn&1,|*n+1|, if =nk=0 dim Hk .
It will be shown that the subspace Tn is not optimal whenever 2qp
or 1p2q. In this case, the n-widths are realized by random
subspaces.
Theorem 4.1. We have the following upper bonds for the Sobolev classes
on S d :
dn(W :p(S
d ), Lq(Sd ))
n&:d+1p&1q, if 1pq2 and :>d(1p&1q),
n&:d, if 1qp and :>0 or
<<{ 2pq and :>d2,n&:d+(1p&12), if 1p2q and :>dp
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and
$n(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))
n&:d+1p&1q, if 1pq2 and :>d(1p&1q) or
2pq and :>d(1p&1q),
<<{n&:d, if 1<qp and :>0n&:d+(1p&12), if q2, 11p&1q, and :>dp,n&:d+(12&1q), if p2, 11p&1q, and :>d(1&1q).
Proof. In what follows, we shall restrict our attention to Kolmogorov
n-widths dn . We can obtain the results for the linear n-widths $n by using
similar arguments, along with known finite-dimensional results for linear
n-widths (see, e.g., Pinkus (1985, p. 220), Tikhomirov (1990, p. 192)).
Note that if 1qp or 1pq2, then the theorem follows
immediately from (26). So, it suffices to consider the case of 2pq
and 1p2q.
Let
C dk(!)=
1
Adk
:
k
l=0
Adk&lZl (!)
be the Cesa ro kernel of order k and index d, and let
TN( f )(!)=c+( f V TN)(!),
where
TN(!)= :
N
k=0
(k(k+d&1)):2 2d+1 \ A
d
kC
d
k(!)
(k(k+d1)):2+ .
It is easy to show that the sequence TN( f ) of polynomials gives us the best
order of polynomial approximation on W :p(S
d) in Lq(S d). Now, we fix an
increasing sequence [Nk]k # N and put .Nk( f )=(TNk+1&TNk)( f ). For 1p,
q and :>d(1p&1q)+ , we have (see Kamzolov (1982, p. 287)).
sup
f # W p
: (S d)
& f&TNk( f )&qN
&:d+(1p&1q)+
k ,
and so
&.Nk( f )&q<<N
&:d+(1p&1q)+
k \f # W
:
p(S
d).
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Hence
lim
k  " f & :
k
s=0
.Ns( f )"p =0.
This means that for some absolute constant C and all p, q # [1, ], we
have
W :p(S
d)/C \ 
wlog n=x
k=0
N &:k B
Nk+1
p +
\ 

k=wlog n=x+1
N &:+d(1p&1q)+k B
Nk+1
q + ,
where =>0 is some fixed parameter and
BNkp :=Up & \
Nk
l=0
Hl+ where dim \
Nk
l=1
H l+  N dk .
Using the definition of Kolmogorov n-widths, we get that
dM(W :p(S
d)), Lq(Sd))
C :
wlog n=x
k=0
N &:k dMk(B
Nk+1
p , Lq(S
d))
+diam \ 

k=wlog n=x+1
N &:+d(1p&1q)+k B
Nk+1
q , Lq(S
d)+ ,
where
:

k=0
MkM and LNq :=Lq(S
d) & \
N
l=0
Hl +
(see, e.g., Pinkus (1985, p. 238)). Let us put Nk=w2kd:n1dx and
n if k=0,
Mk={w2&=knx+1 if 1k=&1 log n,0 if k>=&1 log n.
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It is easy to check that
:

k=0
MkC(=) n,
where the constant C(=) depends just on =, which will be chosen soon. Now
we have
dM(W :p(S
d), Lq(S d))_ (1)n +_
(2)
n ,
where
_(1)n =Cn
&:d \ :
wlog n=x
k=1
2&kd dw2&=knx+1 (BNk+1p , L
Nk+1
q )+
and
_ (2)n =Cn
&:d+(1p&1q)+ \ :

k=wlog n=x+1
2k(&:d+(1p&1q)++ .
First, we shall estimate _ (2)n . If
:
d
>\1p&
1
q++ and 0<=\
:d&(1p&1q)+
:(1p&1q)+ + ,
then
_(2)n <<n
&:d, as n  . (27)
Second, we shall estimate _ (1)n using Theorem 3.1 and some finite dimen-
sional results for n-widths. Let us consider the unit p-ball Bmp of the space
lmp , whose norm is given by
&x&l pm={\ :
m
k=1
|xk | p+
1p
1,
max1km |xk |,
for 1p<,
for p=,
\x # Rm.
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It is known (see Kashin (1977)) that
dn(Bm2 , l
m
q )Cn
&12m1q \1+log \mn++
32
where 1<n<m<, 2q, and C is some absolute constant. Using
Theorem 3.1 and the previous estimate, we get
_ (1)n <<n
&:d as n   (28)
for q # [2, ] and a>d2. Comparing (27) and (28), we find that
dn(W :2(S
d), Lq(Sd))<<n&:d as n  
for q # [2, ] and a>d2. Using the embedding of W :+d(1p&12)p (S
d) into
CW:2(S
d), where 1p2, :>d(1p&12), and C is some positive constant,
we obtain the estimates
dn(W :2(S
d), Lq(Sd))<<n&:d for 2q, :>d2,
dn(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))<<n&:d+(1p&12) for 1p2q, :>dp,
dn(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))<<n&:d for 2pq, :>d2.
These bounds suffice to establish the desired result for the case 2pq
 and 1p2q that we are considering. K
Remark 4.2. Using Theorem 3.1 and estimates of different n-widths of
p-balls in lmq , we can obtain further results. For example, in the case of
small smoothness we have
dn(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd)<<n&q(:d&1p+1q)2,
where 1p&1q<:d<1p and 1p2q. Similar estimates are
valid for linear n-widths.
5. LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE n-WIDTHS
As a counterpart to Theorem 4.1, our next result yields lower bounds for
the n-widths.
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Theorem 5.1. We have the following lower bounds for the Sobolev classes
on S d :
dn(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))
n&:d+1p&1q, if 1pq2 and :>d(1p&1q),
>>{n&:d, if 2q, p< and :>0,n&:d+(1p&12), if 1p2q and :>dp
and
$n(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))>>n&:d (:<0, 1<qp2).
Note that the second result of this paragraph gives us lower bounds for
n-widths of convolution sets 4Up(Sd) in Lq .
Before proceeding, we need more information about Cesa ro means. The
coefficients of the Cesa ro kernel C$n can be found from the relations
:

n=0
A$nx
n=(1&x)&$&1 A$n=\n+$k +  n$ as n  
(see Zygmund (1959)). If $>(d&1)2, then
&C $n&q  nd(1&1q), as n   (29)
(see, e.g., Kamzolov (1982, p. 286)). Using the Young inequality (1), we
find that
&C $n&Lp (S d )  Lp (S d ) := sup
&.&p1
&C $n V .&p  1 for any p # [1, ] and n # N.
(30)
The Young inequality (1) also yields that
&tn&q&C $n V tn&2 (&C $n&r)&1 \tn # 
n
k=0
Hk , (31)
where 1r=32&1q. From (29) and (31), it follows that
&tn&q>>n&d(1q&12) &C $n V tn &2 . (32)
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Using (29), (30), and (32), along with the defini-
tion of n-widths, it follows that for any m, n # N, we have
dn(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))
dn \W :p & 
m
k=0
Hk , Lq(S d)+
>>dn \C $m V W :p(Sd), Lq(S d), Lq(S d) & 
m
k=0
Hk+
>>m&d(1q&12) dn \(C $m) (2) V W :p(Sd), L2(Sd) & 
m
k=0
Hk+ ,
where (C $m)
(s) :=C$m V } } } V C$m
s
and 1q2. From (29), it follows that if
$>(d&1)2, then the zonal function .’ with pole in ’, defined by
.’(x) :=Cm&d(1&1p)((C $m, ’)
(3) V g:, ’)(x),
is in (C $m)
(2) V W :p(S
d), where C is some absolute constant. Since the set
(C $m) V W
:
p(S
d) is rotation-invariant, for any ’ # S d we have .’(x) #
(C $m)
(2) V W :p and
.’(x)=Cm&d(1&1p)(A$m)
&3 :
m
l=0
#l (A$m&l)
3 (2l+d&1) P (d&1)2l ((x, ’) ),
(33)
where #l=(l(l+d&1))&:2. We need to obtain a representation for the
function
}(’, +) :=|
Sd
.’(x) .+(x) dx.
Using the orthogonality of zonal functions, we can derive that
}(’, +)=C2m&2d(1&1p)(A$m)
&6 :
m
l=0
#2l (A
$
m&l)
6 (2l+d&1) P (d&1)2l ((’, +) ).
Let K1 be a compact set with positive normalized measure d+ and let
,: K1  H be a mapping of K1 into the Hilbert space H with scalar product
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( } , } ). Let *1*2 } } } be the nonzero eigenvalues and f1 , f2 , ... the
corresponding eigenfunctions of the integral equation
|
K1
(,(x), ,( y)) f ( y) d+( y)=*f (x). (34)
Ismagilov (1968) showed that
dn(,(K1), H)\ :

k=n+1
*k+
12
. (35)
Let us put K1=Sd and d+=d’, where d’ is a normalized rotation
invariant measure on Sd and
( f, g) =|
S d
f (x) g(x) dx.
If we let ,=Sd  L2(Sd) denote the mapping ’ [ .’ , where .’ is as
defined on (33), then we have
,K1= .
’ # S d
.’ /(C $m)
2 V W :p(S
d).
Using the function }(’, +) we can rewrite (34) in the form
|
S d
}(’, +) f (’) d’=*f (+),
a homogeneous integral equation having the symmetric kernel }. It is
known (see, e.g., Sobolev (1974, p. 497)) that if the integral equation
|
S d
K(’, +) f (’) d’=*f (+)
has kernel
K(’, +)= :

k=0
akP (d&1)2k ((’, +) ),
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then the eigenvalues of the integral equation are
*l=
4?d2ak
1( 12 d&1)(d+2l&1)
and the corresponding eigenspace is the space
lin[Y (l )s : 1sdim Hl]
of all spherical harmonics of degree l. In our case,
al=C2m&2d(1&1p)
2l+d&1
(l(l+d&1)): (2l+d&1) \
A$m&l
A$m +
6
and
*l=
4?d2C2m&2d(1&1p)
1( 12 d&1)(l(l+d&1))
: \A
$
m&l
A$m +
6
. (36)
Since the sequence [*l]ml=1 is decreasing, dim Hl  ld&1, dim ml=0 Hl
 ld, and A$m&l A$m  (1&lm)$, we may apply (34)(36) to obtain
dn d ((C $m) V W
:
p , L2(S
d))>>\ :
m
l=n+1
ld&1*l +
12
 m&d(1&1p)
_\ :
m
l=n+1 \1&
l
m+
6$
l&2:&1+d+
12
. (37)
If we put m=#n in (37), where #>1 is a fixed constant, then we obtain
dn((C $m) V W
:
p(S
d), L2(S d))>>n&:d+1p&12. (38)
Comparing (38) with (5), we find that
dn(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))>>n&:d+1p&1q (1pq2). (39)
If 2<q, then (39) implies that
dn(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd))>>n&:d+1p&12. (40)
Lower bounds
dn(W :p(S
d), Lq(Sd)>>n&:d (2q, p<)
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can be obtained from (35) by using the same line of arguments as we
shall use in the proof (below) of Theorem 1.2. Finally, using duality for
linear n-widths (see, e.g., Tikhomirov (1976, p. 148)), we can get the case
1<qp2. K
As mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorems
4.1 and 5.1. We now proceed to the
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As mentioned in the Introduction, we need only
prove the first part of this theorem, since the second part follows from the
first part and from Remark 4.1.
Let f be an arbitrary function in 4Up . Then there exists . # Up such that
f (x)t :

k*=1
*k* :
dim Hk
m=1
ck*, m(.) Y (k*)m (x).
The last series can be rewritten in the form
:

s=1
* scs(.) Ys(x),
where the sequence [* s]s=1 is defined by
* s={
*1
*k*
if 1sdim H1 ,
if dim 
k*&1
m=1
Hm+1<sdim 
k*
m=1
Hm for some k*2.
In this way, we can choose a fixed ordering of the spherical harmonics
[Ys(x)]s=1 . We shall calculate n-widths in the case 2q< for the
convolution classes 4Up(S d) in Lq(S d). Consider the function
.m, n(x, %, t)= :
m
k=n
rk(%) e iktYk(x), (% # [0, 1], t # [0, 2?), x # S d),
where [Yk(x)]nkm with m=dim m*s=0 Hs and n=dim 
n*
s=0 Hs is the
fixed ordering of spherical harmonics of degree from n* up to m* and
rn , ..., rm are Rademacher functions. We need to show that for all m, n # N,
there exists %* # [0, 1] such that for any fixed p # [2, ), we have
&.m, n(x, %*, t)&pC( p) &.m, n(x, %*, t)&2 , (41)
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where the constant C( p) depends just on p2. Applying the Ho lder
inequality and Fubini’s theorem, we get
_ :=|
1
0
d% &.m, n(x, %, t)&p=|
1
0
d% \|Sd dx \ :
m
k=n
rk(%) eiktYk(x))
p
+
1p
\|Sd dx |
1
0
d% } :
m
k=n
rk(%) e iktYk(x)}
p
+
1p
.
Recall Khintchine’s inequality
\|
1
0 } :
n
s=1
rs(%) cs +}
p
+
1p
C( p) \ :
n
s=1
|cs |2+
12
,
where
C( p)=21(
1
2 ( p+1))
1( 12)
(42)
(see Pietsch (1979, p. 41)). If we apply Khintchine’s inequality to our specific
setting, we find that
_C( p) \|S d dx \ :
m
k=n
|Yk(x)|2+
p2
+
1p
.
Since
:
m
k=n
|Yk(x)|2= :
m*
s=n*
:
dim Hs
k=1
|Y (s)k (x)|
2= :
m*
s=n*
dim Hs \x # Sd,
it follows that
_C( p) :
m*
s=n*
dim Hs .
it is easy to observe that for any % # [0, 1] and t # [0, 2?) we have
:
m*
s=n*
dim Hs=&.m, n(x, %, t)&2 .
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Hence (41) holds for some %* # [0, 1], with the constant C( p) defined in (42).
Let
:n*, m*=\ :
m*
s=n*
dim Hs+
&12
.
Then there exists a constant C1( p) such that
.$m, n(x, %*, t) :=C1( p) :n*, m*<&m, n (x, %*, t) # Up(Sd)
:=[ f # Lp(Sd) : & f &p1]
and
&m, n(x, %*, t) :=4.$m, n(x, %*, t) # 4Up \t # [0, 2?).
Let us consider a system [Ck]1kM+1 of unit circles. Let + be the
measure that is uniformly distributed on each of C1 , ..., CM+1 and is
normalized by the condition
+ \ .
M+1
k=1
Ck +=1. (43)
Since [*k*]k* # N # A, there exists # # (0, 1), such that for all M # N and
s # [0, ..., M+1], we can construct the sequence of different numbers
[ks*]0sM+1 , where k0 :=k0* is a fixed number and ks* :=max[k # N :
|*k |# |*k*s&1|].
Let us put
+(Ck)=
C*2n*M+1
*2n*k
. (44)
For a proper choice of the constant C=C(#) depending only on # # (0, 1),
the normalization condition (43) will hold. For the compact set
K1 := .
M+1
k=1
Ck ,
we define the mapping ,: K1  H=L2(Sd) by taking
,(t)=&k(x, t) if t # Ck ,
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where
&k(x, t)=&nk+1 , nk (x, %*, t)=C1( p) :n*k+1 , n*k :
nk+1
s=nk+1
rs(%*) eist* sYs(x).
It is easy to see that ,(K1)/4Up .
Let t # Cl and t$ # Cm for some l, m # [1, ..., M+1]. Then we can
calculate the scalar product
(,(t), ,(t$))=|
S d
dx & l (x, t) &m(x, t$)
={:2k :
nk+1
s=nk+1
* 2s e
is(t&t$)
0
if t # Ck and t$ # Ck
otherwise,
(45)
where :k=C1( p) :n*k+1 , n*k . Now we need to estimate the eigenvalues of the
integral equation
|
K1
d+(t$)(,(t), ,(t$)) f (t$)=* f (t). (46)
As can be seen from (44) and (45), we can rewrite (46) in the form
:2k :
nk+1
s=nk+1
* 2s
C* 2nM+1
*2n*k
|
2?
0
e ims(t&t$)f (t$) dt$=* f (t). (47)
It follows from (47) that
* s=:2k*
2
s
C*2n*M+1
*2n*k
 :2k *2n*M+1 , (48)
since * s  *n*k for nksnk+1 ; since the eigenfunctions of Eq. (46) are e
ist
for nksnk+1 , this follows from the choice of the sequence [nk*]. From
condition (4) on the multiplier sequence [*k]k # N # A, we have * s>>* s+1
for 1snM+1 . Now, applying the result of Ismagilov (1968), it follows
from (48) that
dM(4Up(S
d), L2(S d))dM \, \ .
M+1
k=1
Ck+ , L2(S d)+
>>\:2M*2n*M \ :
s=n*M+1
s=n*M
dim Hs++
12
=*n*M , (49)
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where M :=dim 
n*M
s=0 Hs . As can be seen from (49), this establishes
Theorem 1.2 for some special sequences of numbers [M]M # N and
[n*M]M # N . We may also use (49) to establish the desired result for the
multiplier sequence [e&:kr]k # N , where 0<r1.
A similar argument can be made if we cannot find # # (0, 1) such that for
all s # N the numbers k0 :=k0* and ks* :=max[k # N : *k*s #*k*s&1] will be
different. In the case of the multiplier sequence *k=e&:k
r
with :>0 and
r>1, we only need to apply the result of Ismagilov (1968) for the compact
set K1=M+1k=1 Ck and the functions ,k( } , %, t) :=
dim Hk
m=1 Y
(k)
m rm(%) e
imt.
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